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Tax relief extended for
angel investors
By Jonathan Moules, Enterprise Correspondent

Wealthy investors are being offered more incentives to put money into start-up ventures as

part of the government’s push to promote Silicon Valley-style “angel investment”.

A waiver on capital gains tax (CGT) for investors in early stage enterprises is being extended

for another year, a senior official at HM Revenue & Customs said.

The move should increase the number of people benefiting

from George Osborne’s seed enterprise investment scheme

(SEIS) – a package of measures to aid angel investment – announced in last year’s Budget.

It will please those involved in the UK’s angel community, increasing the potential gain they

can make from successful investments and enabling them potentially to write off more than

100 per cent of any money put into failed ventures.

There has been concern that the message about the potential payback from SEIS has not

been reaching the wealthy individuals that the government would like to convert into angel

investors.

Doug Richard, the former Dragons’ Den panellist, undertook a nationwide roadshow with

other prominent business angels last year to promote the scheme because he felt too few

people had taken up the tax relief.

The extension to the deadline for full SEIS relief was revealed by Kathryn Robertson,

HMRC’s senior policy adviser on venture capital schemes, during a presentation to

technology investors at the Google Campus in Shoreditch.

She explained that individuals can avoid paying CGT on money put into companies before

April 2014, 12 months longer than previously believed, by using a process called carrying

back.

“Really it is to give them flexibility,” she explained, adding that there would be a limit on the

amount of investment funding that could be carried back.

When the CGT relief does eventually expire, business angels will still be able to claim 50 per

cent income tax relief on early stage investments because the legislation backing that runs

until 2017, Ms Robertson said.
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